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“The ISYS Integration Kit is incredibly 

simple and only a dozen or so API calls 

are required to achieve most of the 

functionality.”  

Barry	  Minty	  	  
DocStor	  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

ISYS’s embedded search technology 

offered DocStor’s software developers an 

elegant and effective OEM solution, by 

combining sophisticated information 

access, text analytics and discovery 

functionality with a small footprint and 

high scalability. 

 

THE PROBLEM 

DocStor is in the business of providing electronic document management solutions. 

Electronic document management is rapidly becoming a must-have technology for 
businesses, as they seek to eliminate wasted office space, reduce storage costs and 
move towards a paperless office environment, not to mention minimize risks.  

DocStor’s eStor product is scalable and tailored around a customer’s organizational 
needs with both server and cloud-based systems available. Whether it is a few 
hundred personnel records situated on a hosted system or several million client files 
accessed over the Internet, eStor can help manage and store a customer’s 
documents more effectively.  

In 2010, one of DocStor’s major clients, the Royal Military Police (RMP), was 
looking to improve the search functionality in its DocStor content management 
system.  

The RMP is responsible for policing the UK military community worldwide, which 
requires the RMP to store a significant amount of documentation as potential 
evidence. However, as the number of electronic documents increased, it was also 
crucial to be able to instantly access stored information that might relate to a 
specific crime or incident, with the flexibility to be able to search all of its stored 
information from one centralised location. 

THE SOLUTION 

The RMP had already been using ISYS to provide enterprise search functionality for 
its intranet. Given the need to federate across multiple repositories and virtually 
aggregate disparate content in a single interface, expanding the use of ISYS was an 
logical solution. 

“We have successfully worked with the Royal Military Police for a number of years 
and were keen to partner with ISYS to deliver a practical solution,” said Barry Minty 
from DocStor. “As soon as we looked into the situation in more detail it became 
clear that the two technologies were incredibly complementary and that the 
resulting solution for the client would significantly improve their working 
processes.” 

Embedding ISYS into the eStor product was very straightforward using the ISYS 
Integration Kit.  Minty explains: “We work with a number of OEM and third-party 
partners but were still taken aback by the ease of the ISYS implementation. The 
ISYS Integration Kit is incredibly simple and only a dozen or so API calls are 
required to achieve most of the functionality. It is therefore not necessary to spend 
days mastering the ISYS API set.” 

The integration between ISYS and eStor is paying dividends for the RMP, allowing it 
to search its various document stores and intranets from a single interface. It is a 
project that has provided incredible value for the client and has also opened up a 
wealth of possibilities for the two technology companies to work more closely 
together in the future. 

As a valued OEM partner, DocStor can now introduce ISYS as an embedded 
component across its customer base. As Minty explains: “We are already 
progressing a number of other deals involving ISYS, and we feel this will be the 
start of a very successful partnership.” 

Partner Case Example  
DocStor  
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ABOUT DOCSTOR  

DocStor is a UK –based company offering electronic 
document management solutions to organisations of 
all sizes. DocStor’s new OEM partnership with ISYS 
allows the company to provide enterprise search 
functionality to ensure that existing and new clients 
can access required information, regardless of its 
location or format.  


